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The Memory of Water
Despite the fact that Gery is an ‘internet entrepreneur’,
he has always been fascinated by “water”.
Bio
In the early nineties, Gery
launched one of the
first European "Internet
Services Providers". Since
that time he became a wellknown "serial internet
entrepreneur" and launched
over half a dozen internet
companies.

Current Companies
(1) Linxs, a “managed
connectivity service”
helping companies
securely connect “remote
assets” with their cloud
infrastructure.
(www.linxs.io)
(2) FlatCarbon gives advise to
companies in order to help
them understand how
graphene will disrupt their
industries and what needs
to be done in order to
"graphenise" existing
products and processes.
(www.flatcarbon.com)

LinkedIn
More Info about Gery:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
gerypollet/

His father, who started as a regular physician and is
now already practising homeopathy for the past 40
years, is one of the main reasons for his ‘water
fascination’.
In 2006 -Gery just sold a previous business and had
some money in the bank- he decided to start a small
‘water research’ lab. This because he wanted to
investigate if water could have a memory, and -if sohow this memory could be explained.
Gery teamed with a Russian Bio-Physicist - Prof. Dr.
Alex Kaivarainen- and during a period of about 12
months Alex and Gery performed many ‘water
experiments'. These experiments not only showed that
water indeed has a memory, but also confirmed Alex’
quantum hypothesis about how this memory could be
working … .
Unfortunately, by the time Gery & Alex were ready to
publish their results, Alex unexpectedly passed away
and Gery started another internet business.
At the Water Conference 2018 in Sofia Gery will for the
first time present Alex’ quantum hypothesis regarding
the memory of water including the successful
experiments Alex and he performed, now over a decade
ago.

